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Is it permissible to hold a grape or olive in ones hand and suck out it’s juice? 

It is preferable not to. However one may suck out the juice once it is in ones mouth. All 

other fruits are permitted even when holding in ones hand. 

Is it permissible to put a ketchup bottle cap back on the bottle after removing to open 

the seal for the first time? 

Bottle caps that the bottle is used while the cap is on without being removed such as 

ketchup and dressings may be forbidden to put back on since it is being screwed on for 

permanent use of the bottle. if one will not remove the cap again then it may not be 

screwed back on. However if one tends to remove the cap again when removing a lot or 

when the bottle s finishing or to clean the cap, and one will do so with this bottle as well, 

then it may be screwed back on. If one has to open the seal but will not remove the cap 

again after putting it back on, one should puncture puncture a whole through the seal being 

careful not to rip any letters or remove the cap and not put back on until after Shabbos. 

Pesach related questions 

Grating Maror  

It is possible to grate the Maror before Yom Tov while retaining its taste and bitterness.  

If, however, one chooses to grate the Maror on Yom Tov immediately prior to the Seder, 

it must be done using a shinui (deviation), such as turning the grater upside down or 

grating directly onto a table and not a plate.     טוחן 

Similarly, grating ingredients for Charoses should be done before Yom Tov. If this was 

not done, the ingredients may be grated using a shinui.  

Matzah 

Is it permissible to measure out the shiurim for Matzoh (and Maror) on Shabbos or 

Yom Tov? 

Yes, but it is preferable to do it before Yom Tov. According to many Poskim, weighing - 

even for Mitzvah – is forbidden on Shabbos and Yom Tov.  מדידה 

Is it permissible to select Matzohs that are whole (Shalem) from among many 

Matzohs on Shabbos? 

According to many Poskim, it is only permitted to take the “good” from the “bad”, which 

in this case is the whole one from among the broken ones.  Additionally, this should be 

done immediately prior to the Seudah.1  בורר 

May one take a nap on the first day of Yom Tov so that he will be rested for the Seder? 

Yes, but he should not specifically state that the nap is for that reason.    הכנה 

                                                           
1 The reason is that since a whole Matzah has a different status than a broken one in that it may 

be used for Lechem Mishna, broken Matzohs and whole Matzohs are considered to be two 

completely different types (מינים).  Therefore, when they are combined, they are considered a 

“mixture” to which the rules of separating -  בורר - apply.      

 


